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Mr. Barrett notes it’s important that sales reps
bring specificity and speed to the table when
they do get into the doctor’s office.
“Physicians need accurate answers to spe-

cific questions and they need them quickly,” he
says. “Some issues can be addressed via online
tools, but companies that offer comprehensive
answers quickly will bring real value to the
partnership with healthcare providers.”
Dr. Michael Ackermann, senior VP, global

commercial solutions, at Quintiles, cautions
that in a rush to achieve resource efficiencies,
biopharma companies may be tempted to let
the promise of new technology drive their
multichannel sales efforts. 
“Technology-based solutions are often

viewed as a magic bullet — a cost-effective way
to reach audiences with a tailored message,” he
says. “This can be a mistake. Strategy must al-
ways come first, and then the most cost-effec-
tive solution can be identified.” (To read more
about how a multichannel option can support a
the conversation with multiple stakeholders,
please turn to the thought piece Multi-Channel
Sales Solutions: The Evolving Sales Model.)
Elliott Berger, VP, global marketing and

strategy at Catalent Pharma Solutions, says
marketers have to build on their classic skills
of understanding the needs of their audience
and developing optimal messaging to moti-
vate the desired action in two key areas.
“One area is to develop an understanding of

the new media options and customer behavior
across these options, including interactions,
context, and different goals for different media
consumption,” Mr. Berger explains. “This is
important in new online and social platforms.
“The other area involves building profi-

ciency and partner networks to supply an on-
going stream of interesting content to place in
front of customers at the right time, in the right

ccording to Ernst & Young’s Pro-
gressions 2011 report, the next-
generation pharma ecosystem con-
tinues to gain complexity, with
initiatives expanding across a

broader array of technologies, including a
boom in health-related smartphone apps. 
IDC Health Insights’ biannual Leading In-

dicators in Life Science IT Spending Survey,
released earlier this year, found that sales and
marketing ranked first in terms of company
IT spending focus, with 40.5% of respondents
stating that sales and marketing was currently
their company’s top area of focus.
In a June blog post on the study results, Eric

Newmark, program director, business systems
strategies, IDC Health Insights, said the results
come as companies look to upgrade and en-
hance their salesforce automation tools, CRM,
closed-loop marketing, e-detailing functional-
ity, and related analytics capabilities.
According to Ingo Elfering, VP, core busi-

ness services, business transformation at Glaxo-
SmithKline, one burgeoning investment area is
“big data” solutions that generate analytical in-
sights and responses using data collected from
a broad, diverse variety of sources.
“These systems provide a significant up-

grade to what we used to do with spreadsheets
and pen and paper,” Mr. Elfering says, adding
that GSK recently made a large investment in
this space in its consumer goods area.
Greg Barrett, VP, marketing, for Daiichi

Sankyo, says efficient use of technology will
continue to be required to accelerate effective
implementation of sales and marketing tactics.
“Keeping marketing and sales connected

in real time will be a vital part of this new
model,” Mr. Barrett adds.
With physicians and their staffs able to

find so much information and tools online,

Carolyn Gretton

A

Building a Better 
E-MACHINE

Technological innovation remains essential to ensuring 
companies’ success in the data-driven Pharma 3.0 environment.

INGO ELFERING GlaxoSmithKline

“While the already-vast number of 
health-related applications for

mobile devices continues to grow 
true innovation in the space is only 
now  beginning to emerge.”
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channel, with the right message for that context
and time in the buying funnel,” he adds.

Gaining Mobility
Mobile technology continues to be a

strong driver of e-solutions innovation in the
healthcare space on both the consumer and
physician sides. According to Manhattan Re-
search’s Cybercitizen Health U.S. 2011 study,
26% of U.S. adults have used their mobile
phones for health information or tools in the
past 12 months, more than double the 12%
cited in the 2010 survey.
Information-gathering, whether by search-

ing for health information or consuming health
news, remains the most common mobile health
behavior; however, there has been an increase in
consumers using their mobile phones to man-
age their care or treatment in the past year. The
Cybercitizen survey found 8% of consumers
used prescription drug refill or reminder serv-
ices on their mobile phones in 2011, compared
with 3% in 2010.
Harry Greenspun, M.D., senior advisor for

health care transformation and technology at
the Deloitte Center for Health Solutions, says
mobile health will become an important factor
in issues spanning medication compliance, post-
market surveillance, DTC marketing, and re-
cruiting and conducting clinical trials.
“Mobile health will enable innovative capa-

bilities such as remote monitoring for greater
patient safety and support for clinical effective-
ness,” Dr. Greenspun says. “It may also help re-
duce costs and increase benefits through greater
compliance, variable dosing based upon remote
monitoring, early interventions, etc.”
Mr. Elfering says GSK is exploring potential

mobile opportunities in various countries and
partnering with external groups and entrepre-
neurial companies to test different mobile infor-
mation or delivery methods and where they
might best fit with the company’s strategies.
“Depending on which country you’re in, the

opportunities in the mobile space are very dif-
ferent,” he observes, citing the different rules
governing SMS messaging as one example.
While receiving SMS messages is a free service
in some countries, in others, mobile companies
charge recipients for each SMS message, mak-
ing useful applications like reminder services a
potentially onerous cost burden that could af-
fect acceptance by the user.
“The business case for mobile solutions is

something that is very much driven by the
country environment, the population, and the
types of phones that are out there,” Mr. Elfer-
ing says. “It’s something that has to go down to
an individual market level, knowing the cus-

tomer in terms of physicians and patient popu-
lations, knowing the capabilities that they have,
and really zeroing in on the value-add that will
spur the customer to use these services.”

In another Manhattan Research study,
ePharma Physician v11.0, about 38% of so-
called ePharma physicians reported having seen
a pharma or biotech sales rep use an iPad or

E-Solutions
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CEO
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Migrating to the
Cloud
There should be a well-thought out migration

plan identifying the objectives of the project

and the responsibilities and timelines for se-

lection and implementation of the

 applications. Implicit in this is that quality and

service are equally important as cost. Next, a

risk-management plan should be

 implemented to minimize security concerns

and to identify contingency procedures.

 Finally, training is critical. This should include

an interactive demo to enable users to be-

come proficient with the new systems and

business processes.

JOHN BLAKELEY

Executive VP and Chief

Commercial Officer

eResearch Technology Inc.

IT Integration
Integration can take several

forms from a more simple data integration

process using CDISC models such as ODM and

SDTM, or xml, or SAS formats for data transfers

to more complex integration  methods using

Web services or application programming in-

terfaces. The key to  overcoming integration

challenges is to establish an interface control

specification that defines how both parties will

conduct integration. As part of this, it is

 important to define file formats and to define

the Web service or application interface

 specifications. It is also important to establish

how a system changes and how upgrades will

be coordinated to ensure such upgrades will

not cause new integration issues. Frequency of

interchanges — real time or batch-oriented —

and establishing hand shaking between the

integrations are also essential to confirm proper

processing. 

JOHN WOODS

Senior VP, Business 

Development

J. Knipper and Company

Integrated Value 
Network
From our perspective, the main challenge con-

straining successful integrations is not usually

based on technological limitations, but most fre-

quently on the expectations of those  participating

in the extended (integrated) value network. In

order for complex process and  system integra-

tions to yield all of their promised value, the busi-

ness has to first define in exactly what way(s) the

value is expected to be  generated (i.e. more effec-

tive outreach, cost reductions, decreased time to

market, etc…) and how the key stakeholder in-

tend to measure that value. Each network

 participant must then look at their process in

terms of contribution to total value which cannot

realistically be done in a  vacuum. Therefore a

cross-organizational leadership team must be es-

tablished to share strategic purpose, to provide

implementation oversight, and to confirm that an-

ticipated value is received. 

JIM O’DEA

President and CEO

LeveragePoint Media/Rx

EDGE

A Technology Boost
Technology solutions have

tremendous potential to  support medication ther-

apy and in particular to boost compliance. A chal-

lenge in integrating these solutions, and the only

way to really unleash their potential, is through

measurement. It is  critical to evaluate the effective-

ness of technology in two key ways: one, impact:

did it shape patient behavior and improve out-
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ment, which makes sense given the potential of
these devices to support intelligent, nimble sales
conversations,” says Monique Levy, VP of re-
search at Manhattan Research. “Unfortunately,

E-Solutions

other tablet during a face-to-face meeting in
the 12-month period ending in June 2011. But
study findings suggest marketers have signifi-
cant room for improvement in fully leveraging

the interactive features and capabilities of these
devices to support a customized, efficient dis-
cussion with doctors.
“iPads are all the rage for pharma at the mo-

comes?; and two, usage and engagement: in what

ways did the patient interact with the technology?

These questions can ideally be answered by evalu-

ating patient-level data. 

PATRICK CHASSAIGNE

Director, Late Phase

 Solutions

Medidata Solutions

Planning for Success
The biggest challenges to

 integrating technology  solutions resides in the

planning stage, as the  different groups involved

generally need to reach an agreement regarding

data mapping, process workflow, business rules,

and various group responsibilities for a given

project or study. As an example, integrating EDC

with a safety system can lead to a more efficient

and accurate process to collecting serious ad-

verse events by minimizing reconciliation of

safety and clinical databases and providing an

end-to-end safety system. 

ERIC PETERSON

VP, Research & Development

MedNet Solutions

Cost Efficiencies and
Easy of Use
Traditional challenges to

 implementing eClinical solutions have included

significant upfront costs, long development

 timelines, and complex system configuration

tools that require programming expertise. New

 solutions now available, however, have elimi-

nated these barriers. Non-technical sponsor

and CRO staff can use these new technologies

to quickly and easily configure studies using in-

tuitive, drag-and-drop tools. Furthermore, the

solutions’ lower cost, SaaS-based pricing mod-

els make them cost-effective for any type of

study, even preclinical and early-phase re-

search.

BUDDY SCALERA 

Senior VP, Interactive Con-

tent and Market Research

Ogilvy CommonHealth

 Interactive Marketing, part of

Ogilvy CommonHealth

 Worldwide 

Brand Alignment
There is so much great new technology that one of

the biggest challenges is to decide which  tactics

will be best for the brand strategy. New media

channels, mobiles devices, and other  technologies

are so exciting that marketers sometimes fail to

align their ideas with their strategy. It’s also

 important to start with the key performance

 indicators (KPIs), so brand  managers know if their

media program is generating an acceptable ROI.

MIKE ACKERMANN 

Senior VP, Global Commer-

cial Solutions

Quintiles

Setting Strategic
 Objectives
Designing and implementing commercial

 solutions requires a strategic approach that  factors

in not only the commercial objectives for the

product but also the biopharma company’s desire

to maintain personal relationships with its

 stakeholders and prescribers. For example, call

centers may appear to be a promising way to

 contact many physicians at an attractive price.

However, these do nothing to develop and build

personal relationships, which is often a high

 strategic priority for biopharma firms. Similarly, re-

lying heavily on Web-based selling may not be the

best approach for a company that wishes to par-

ticipate actively in multichannel activities. In an era

of shrinking sales forces, one new approach is re-

mote live detailing, where healthcare  professionals

are serviced either virtually or through a combina-

tion of online and face-to-face calls via the same

person. This allows cost-effective information

sharing on a very personal level. This can in-

crease access to less accessible physicians and

territories, and increase sales reps’  productivity.   

DAVE YOUNG 

CEO

Trifecta Multimedical

Training is Essential
for Technology Success
No matter who is leading

the initiative, the largest

 challenge of integrating an enterprisewide so-

lution is process training. Training on the tech-

nology itself should be simple and straight for-

ward, but having management and the users

themselves invest enough time into under-

standing how the solution will affect one’s

work flow is often nonexistent. We have wit-

nessed that if teams make this the first point of

discussion when training begins, users grasp

the “nuts and bolts” of the  technology quicker

and exhibit more  enthusiasm for the solution.

RONALD S. WAIFE

President

Waife & Associates Inc.

Actualizing the
 Concept
The biggest challenge in in-

tegrating multiple clinical IT

solutions is rationalizing the diverse reasons

for each solution’s original creation. They come

from different needs, serve different users, on

different timelines, with different rigor and

criticality. It is not sufficient to  rationalize a

data dictionary; it is necessary 

to identify how the disparate data can

 contribute to actionable knowledge. We 

must ensure that the resulting information

product is truly a synergistic benefit, and 

is not outweighed by the difficulty to 

achieve it.
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some of the detailing programs that are being
rushed out the door are subpar; they are really
no better than tactics seen on tablet PCs six
years ago. Doctors won’t waste their time with
these.”
Mr. Barrett believes that to effectively ac-

cess the full potential of mobile technology
such as iPads, as well as other technological
advances, companies need to treat them as
tools to enrich the dialogue between sales rep

and healthcare provider.
“Technology will never eliminate

the need for human interaction,” he
says. “Companies that understand how
to leverage technology to enhance the
value of their engagement with health-
care providers will succeed, while com-
panies that try to replace all human in-
teraction with technology will
ultimately fail, or at least fail to reach
their full potential.”
While the already-vast number of

health-related applications for mobile
devices continues to grow, Mr. Elfering
believes that true innovation in the

space is only now beginning to emerge. 
“For example, there are hundreds of

weight-tracking applications that allow peo-
ple to enter eating habits and calorie informa-
tion and so forth into their smartphone,” Mr.
Elfering explains. “There’s even one applica-
tion that allows the user to take a photo of a
meal, and the application uses interesting new
technologies to estimate the number of calo-
ries that dish contains. It may not be exact or
totally accurate as of yet, but it’s a very differ-
ent use case than replicating an activity that
could be done with pen or paper.
“It’s this type of innovation and entrepre-

neurial thinking that will start to catch on over
the next few years, spinning out new mobile
applications that we’re not even thinking about
currently and that may be of much more value
to customers than just translating a current
paper-based process or computer-based process
to a mobile device,” he concludes.

IT in R&D
About 29.7% of respondents to the IDC

Health Insights study named research as their
top IT spending priority, and 19.8% ranked
clinical development as their first priority. In-
terestingly, while clinical development placed
higher than manufacturing and supply chain
in terms of company focus, it is actually re-
ceiving slightly less IT spend. 
Mr. Newmark noted this is most likely due

to a stronger need to upgrade older manufac-
turing and supply chain systems, coupled
with the increased difficulty of switching IT

platforms in the middle of existing clinical
trials and the already widespread existing use
of more modern CTMS and EDC systems.
Patrick Chassaigne, director, late phase so-

lutions, Medidata Solutions, says implement-
ing EDC in Phase IV studies and registries
can present unique challenges since it is a de-
parture from the “status-quo” and familiar
randomized clinical trials models. 
“For these real-world studies — character-

ized by a large number of research-naive sites
and long duration — it is essential to use an
EDC solution that is intuitive and flexible to
meet specific study requirements, therefore
leading to increased satisfaction and retention
of site investigators and patients throughout
the study,” he says. (To read about the opportu-
nities companies have to change the way they
interact with patients as they design new stud-
ies to capture real-world data, please turn to the
thought piece: The Increasing Role of the Pa-
tient in Phase IV Studies and Registries.)
Given the overwhelming volume of data

now being created for biomarkers at the func-
tional level, Kimberly Ramko, Americas life
sciences sector leader for Ernst & Young, pre-
dicts more sophisticated methods of data ag-
gregation and semantic search technologies
are going to become the norm.
“Simulation modeling techniques will be

leveraged to create virtual patients based on
the combination of existing provider, payer,
and clinical data in specific disease states,” Ms.
Ramko explains. “Researchers are going to
team more with health informatics experts or
become an expert themselves to be speed up
the discovery timeline.”
Dave Young, CEO of Trifecta Multimed-

ical, says one of largest challenges with tech-
nology is managing the expectations across a
broad range of stakeholders. 
“In many cases, requests come from mul-

tiple stake holders who have varying levels of
technology knowledge and expertise,” he
says. “Each has an idea of what they would
like the technology to accomplish and what
the value proposition is for the service,” he
says. “This is especially true if the solutions is
new to the organization and there is no his-
torical foundation to help guide stakehold-
ers.” (To read how to successfully implement
online investigator training for clinical re-
search, please turn to the thought piece: On-
line Investigator Training in Clinical Trials: A
Roadmap for Success.)

Floating on a Cloud
Cloud technology, which encompasses

software as a service (SaaS) solutions as well as
database, storage, and email services, has be-

A Certificate of Trust

Mollie Shields-Uehling, president and CEO of the

 nonprofit SAFE-BioPharma Association, believes a

 critical best practice for life-sciences and healthcare or-

ganizations moving to the cloud is the adoption of a

standards-based, secure authenticated interoperable

digital identity and digital signature. According to Ms.

Shields-Uehling, the standards for such digital  identities

need to be globally  prevalent

and recognized,  subject to iden-

tity-proofing processes, and

based on interoperable techni-

cal standards.

“A standards-based

 interoperable digital identity al-

lows an organization to trust the

identities of those with which it

is conducting business over the

Internet,” she says. “It also en-

ables the company to engage in

legal  contracts and sign regula-

tory-compliant documents, as well as protect the pri-

vacy of patients and safeguard sensitive  information.” 

Ms. Shields-Uehling notes that current Internet au-

thentication processes, even in an industry as

 regulated as healthcare, is generally limited to a user-

name and password that can be easily forged or

shared, making for an extremely untrustworthy system.

Recently, SAFE-BioPharma introduced a one-time

password roaming credential that eliminates the need

for a specific software or certificate download, which

often interfered with other computer software or ap-

plications.ware or applications.

“When a user wants to access the SAFE-BioPharma

credential, he or she logs on to a computer and re-

quests that a one-time password be sent to a  second

preregistered device, such as a mobile phone or tablet

computer. The password can even be sent to an office

phone via voice message,” Ms. Shields-Uehling says.

“The user then enters that one-time password, gaining

access to the SAFE-BioPharma  credential, which is

stored in the cloud. It’s highly mobile and highly flexi-

ble.”

Ms. Shields-Uehling says she ultimately envisions a

system based on  standards facilitating interoperability

where people in the life-sciences and healthcare

spaces can trust each other’s identities and do  business

in a way that’s secure and HIPAA-compliant, and that

protects patient privacy and the intellectual property

of companies conducting research.

Mollie Shields-Uehling
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zontal a business process is, the more likely it is
that there is a good, well-established market-
place with a cloud-based solution,” he says.
“The more vertical the function, the less likely
there may be a readily available environment,
at least at this point, for cloud-based solutions.
The big benefit is that the cost can spread
across lots and lots of customers.”
Steve Gransden, VP of marketing, at J.

Knipper and Co., says aside from the ever-pre-
sent need for strong ROI, by far the greatest
challenges include process fit and flexibility. 
“Of the many e-solutions available within

the many verticals of pharma, each with its
unique attractors and detractors, it is the choice
that provides the biggest challenge; few pro-
vide either a broad enough baseline usability, or
a granular enough set of configuration controls
to insure that the solution integrates with the
process,” he says. (To read more about the fit
and flexibility involved in implementing e-so-
lutions, please turn to the thought piece: Not
Just Another Pretty Face...)
In terms of best practices for using the

cloud, Mr. Elfering stresses the importance of
shifting the mindset from the requirements-
led mindset typical of most internal IT groups
to more of a solutions-led mindset. 
“While it’s important to understand the

goals and what needs to be achieved, it’s
equally critical to remember that in this par-
ticular use the company is not building or
customizing its own solution,” he says. “The
IT team should be using the product that is
offered in the cloud as it is preconfigured and
designed, then tweak it based on the configu-

come an integral part of most pharmaceutical
companies’ IT strategies. 
John Blakeley, executive VP and chief

commercial officer, says to ensure cloud best
practices, it is vital that a thorough audit of
vendors takes place, with the following con-
siderations taken into account: ability to
scale, security policies, level of experience, fi-
nancial stability, and problem resolution
practices. 
“The ability to scale applications to meet

demand is particularly essential,” he says.
“Characteristics of a truly scalable application
include the ability to handle heterogeneity,
operational efficiency, a resilient service, the
ability to increase resource results in a propor-
tion to the increase in performance, and a serv-
ice that becomes more cost-effective when it
grows. It is also vital that security policies are
implemented in every step of the cloud appli-
cation architecture. Physical security is nor-
mally handled by a service provider of the
cloud application, while network and applica-
tion level security are the responsibility of the
business. It is vital to ensure that data in tran-
sit and data at rest are protected, in addition
to ensuring the protection of AWS creden-
tials. (To read about how mulitmode technol-
ogy options can best capture outcomes assess-
ments, please turn to the thought piece:
Health Outcomes Research — An Evolution
Towards Personalized Medicine and the Digi-
tal Future.)
Mr. Elfering says his company has moved

several application areas to the cloud.
“Generally speaking, I think the more hori-

ration capabilities, rather than trying to
change the product itself.”
Mr. Elfering adds that shifting to cloud-

based solutions also requires a more cross-
functional approach by the IT team.
“In the past, there might have been a busi-

ness analyst front-ending the solution to the
business, and then, if necessary, people from
infrastructure, networks, and other teams
would get involved,” he says. “With SaaS, the
company really needs to bring in a cross-func-
tion team from the legal, performance, IT, and
business sides — experienced people from a
requirements perspective who know how
things work and what the business ultimately
can live with.”
Buddy Scalera, senior VP, interactive con-

tent and market research, at Ogilvy Com-
monHealth Interactive Marketing, part of
Ogilvy CommonHealth Worldwide, agrees
that cross-functionality is vitally important
when implementing an e-solution.
“As with all digital pharma projects, it is

important to connect early with the legal af-
fairs team,” he says. “They need to understand
the core technology, the security concerns, and
the privacy issues. Have a few discussions in
the beginning to outline what you want to
put on the cloud, so they can give you feed-
back and direction. If you are developing an
application or plan to store personally identi-
fiable information, make sure it is HIPAA-
compliant.” (To read about new opportunities
for health marketers looking to engage pa-
tients, please turn to the thought piece: Enter
the Age of the E-Reader.) PV
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Improve your business with OneKey®,  the 
comprehensive prescriber data verifi cation  service 
for enhanced targeting and profi ling. 

To learn more, call toll-free 800-752-5478 ext. 1259 
or visit cegedim.com/onekeyus.

If there’s one thing I can’t 
stomach, it’s rotten data.

rx-edge.com
866.697.9334

Get on Track for Adherence Success
with HeathTrack™ from Rx EDGE

HealthTrack™ delivers an interactive
experience that will give your patients
the support they need to stay on
therapy---lifestyle advice, product details,
disease education and refill tools. Incremental
consumption and persistency are measured
through matched panels using patient-level data.  

For more information, contact Mike Byrnes at
610.431.7606 or michael.byrnes@rx-edge.com
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Medidata Solutions
Worldwide
79 Fifth Avenue, 8th Floor 
New York, NY 10003
Phone: 212-918-1800   
Toll Free: 866-515-6044   
Fax: 212-918-1818
www.mdsol.com   

Optimizing Clinical Trials: 
Concept to ConclusionTM

Medidata Solutions is a leading global provider of
SaaS clinical development solutions that  enhance
the efficiency of customers’ clinical  trials.
 Medidata’s advanced solutions lower the total
cost of clinical development by optimizing clinical
trials from concept to conclusion: from protocol
development (Medidata Designer®), trial planning
and management (Medidata Grants Manager®,
Medidata CRO Contractor®), clinical portal
 (iMedidata™), randomization and trial supply
 management (Medidata Balance™), monitoring
(Medidata Rave Monitor™, Medidata Rave
 Targeted SDV™), safety events capture (Medidata
Rave Safety Gateway™), clinical data capture and
management (Medidata Rave®) to advanced
 reporting and analytics (Medidata  Insights™).   
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E-Solutions

Introducing

The future of EDC...available today
  Innovative
 A cloud-based, next-generation eClinical solution

   User Con�gurable
 Quickly and easily build your own studies

   Affordable
 A low cost, software-as-a-service (SaaS) solution

Schedule an iMedNet demo
   (866) 258-2735
   contact@mednetstudy.com
   www.mednetstudy.com

Smart Phone Link

It brings new risks—and new opportunities. 
How do you commercialize effectively in this 
environment? With a trusted ally. More on 
www.quintiles.com/commercial services

cl inical | commercia l | consulting | capital
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is helping navigate the 
virtual biopharma network.

JANUARY:  Social Media
FEBRUARY: Outsourcing
MARCH: Market Research
APRIL: Publication Planning 
APRIL: IRBs
MAY: Training
JUNE: Clinical Trial Solutions
SEPTEMBER: Marketing
OCTOBER: Regulatory Affairs 
OCTOBER: Business Intelligence
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER: E-Solutions

Contact your sales rep to discuss 
the two packages available. 
Lisa Banket • lbanket@pharmavoice.com • 
(609) 730-0196
Cathy Tracy • ctracy@pharmavoice.com • 
(203) 778-1463
Trish Kane • tkane@pharmavoice.com • 
(484) 412-8596

Ogilvy 
CommonHealth
Worldwide
400 Interpace Pkwy.
Parsippany, NJ 07054
Phone: 973-352-1000   
Fax: 973-352-1500
www.ogilvychww.com

An Overwhelming Advantage
Ogilvy CommonHealth Worldwide, representing
the largest assembly of creative talent in the
world of healthcare communications with 65
 offices across 36 countries, provides marketing
services including brand identity and develop-
ment, clinical trial recruitment, digital/interactive
services, direct-to-consumer, direct-to-patient,
global integration, managed care marketing,
market research and analytics, medical advertis-
ing and promotion, medical education, media
planning and buying, public affairs and relations,
relationship marketing, scientific communica-
tions and publications and strategic consulting.
The organization also houses and maintains
 individual Ogilvy CommonHealth and Ogilvy
Healthworld brand identities within the marketplace.

Coming in 2012


